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Abstract
In this paper, we deal with a class of mean-field backward stochastic differential equations with
subdifferrential operator corresponding to a lower semi-continuous convex function. By means of
Yosida approximation, the existence and uniqueness of the solution is established. As an applica-
tion, we give a probability interpretation for the viscosity solutions of a class of nonlocal parabolic
variational inequalities.
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1 Introduction
The general nonlinear case of backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs, in short) was first in-
troduced by Pardoux and Peng [24]. Since then, a lot of works have been devoted to the study of the
theory of BSDEs as well as their applications. This is due to the connections of BSDEs with mathe-
matical finance, stochastic optimal control as well as stochastic games and partial differential equations
(PDEs, in short) (see e.g. [10], [11], [12] [22], [23], [25], [27], [28] and so on).
Among the BSDEs, EI Karoui et al. [16] introduced a special class of reflected BSDEs, which is a
BSDE but the solution Y is forced to stay above a given lower barrier. By means of this kinds of BS-
DEs, they provided a probabilistic formula for the viscosity solution of an obstacle problem for a class
of parabolic PDEs. In addition, Pardoux and Ra¸s˘canu [18] proved the existence and uniqueness of the
solutions of BSDEs, on a random (possibly infinite) time interval, involving a subdifferential operator
(which are also called backward stochastic variational inequalities) in order to give a probabilistic inter-
pretation for the viscosity solution of some parabolic and elliptic variational inequalities. Its extension
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to the probabilistic interpretation of the viscosity solution of the parabolic variational inequality (PVI, in
short) with a mixed nonlinear multivalued Neumann-Dirichlet boundary condition was recently given in
Maticiuc and Ra˘s¸canu [20].
Mathematical mean-field approaches have been used in many fields, not only in physics and Chem-
istry, but also recently in economics, finance and game theory, see for example, Lasry and Lions [17] and
the references therein.
On the other hand, McKean-Vlasov stochastic differential equation of the form
dXt = b(Xt ,µt)dt +dWt , t ∈ [0,T ], X0 = x,
where
b(Xt ,µt) =
∫
Ω
b(Xt(ω),Xt(ω′))P(dω′) = E[b(ξ,Xt)]|ξ=Xt ,
b : Rn ×Rn → R being a (locally) bounded Borel measurable function and µ(t; ·) being the probability
distribution of the unknown process X(t), was suggested by Kac [13] as a stochastic toy model for the
Vlasov kinetic equation of plasma and the study of which was initiated by Mckean [21]. Since then,
many authors made contributions on McKean-Vlasov type SDEs and their applications, see for example,
Ahmed [1], Ahmed and Ding [2], Borkar and Kumar [3], Chan [7], Crisan and Xiong [9], Kotelenez
[14], Kotelenez and Kurtz [15] and the references therein.
Recently, Buckdahn et al. [4] introduced a new kind of BSDEs called as mean-field BSDEs. Further-
more, Buckdahn et al. [5] deepened the investigation of mean-field BSDEs in a rather general setting.
They proved the existence and uniqueness as well as a comparison principle of the solutions for mean-
field BSDEs. Moreover, they established the existence and uniqueness of the viscosity solution for a
class of nonlocal PDEs with the help of the mean-field BSDE and a McKean-Vlasov forward equation.
Since the works [4] and [5] on the mean-field BSDEs, there are many efforts devoted to its general-
ization. Shi et al. [29] introduced and studied mean-field backward stochastic Volterra integral equations.
Xu [30] obtained the existence and uniqueness of solutions for mean-field backward doubly stochastic
differential equations, and gave the probabilistic representation of the solutions for a class of stochastic
partial differential equations by virtue of mean-field BDSDEs. Li and Luo [18] proved the existence and
the uniqueness for reflected mean-field BSDEs. Li [19] studied reflected mean-filed BSDEs in a purely
probabilistic method, and gave a probabilistic interpretation of the obstacle problems of the nonlinear
and nonlocal PDEs by means of the reflected mean-field BSDEs.
Motivated by the above works, the present paper aims to deal with a class of mean-field BSDEs with
subdifferential operator corresponding to a lower semi-continuous convex function with the following
form  −dYt +∂ϕ(Yt)dt ∋ E ′[ f (t,Y ′t ,Z′t ,Yt ,Zt)]dt−ZtdWt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T,YT = ξ, (1.1)
where ∂ϕ is the subdifferential operator of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function ϕ, ξ is
called as the terminal condition. More details refer to Section 2.
The first goal of this paper is to find a triple of adapted processes (Y,Z,U) in an appropriate space
such that mean-field BSDE (1.1) hold (see Definition 2.1). Then, it allow us to establish the unique
viscosity solution of the following nonlocal parabolic variational inequality
∂u(t,x)
∂t +Au(t,x)+E[ f (t,X
0,x0
t ,x,u(t,X
0,x0
t ),u(t,x),Du(t,x) ·E[σ(t,X
0,x0
t ,x)])] ∈ ∂ϕ(u(t,x)),
u(T,x) = E[h(X0,x0T ,x)],x ∈ R
n
(1.2)
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with
Au(t,x) :=
1
2
tr(E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)]E[σ(t,X
0,x0
t ,x)]
T D2u(t,x))+ 〈E[b(t,X0,x0t ,x)],Du(t,x)〉.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notations, basic assumptions
and preliminaries. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution to
the mean-field BSDEs with subdifferential operator by means of Yosida approximation. In Section 4,
we give a probability interpretation for the viscosity solution of a class of nonlocal parabolic variational
inequalities by means of the mean-field BSDEs with subdifferential operator.
2 Notations, preliminaries and basic assumptions
Let T > 0 be a fixed deterministic terminal time. Let {Wt}t≥0 be a d-dimensional standard Brownian
motion defined on some complete probability space (Ω,F ,P). We denote by F = {Fs,0 ≤ s ≤ T} the
natural filtration generated by {Wt}0≤t≤T and augmented by all P-null sets, i.e.,
Fs = σ{Wr,r ≤ s}∨NP,s ∈ [0,T ],
where NP is the set of all P-null subsets. For any n≥ 1, |z| denotes the Euclidean norm of z ∈ Rn.
In what follows, we need the following spaces.
• S2
F
(0,T ;R): the space of F-adapted processes Y : Ω× [0,T ]→R such that E
[
supt∈[0,T ] |Yt |2
]
<+∞;
• H2
F
(0,T ;Rn): the space of F-progressively measurable processes ψ : Ω× [0,T ]→ Rn such that
‖ψ‖2 := E
∫ T
0 |ψt |2dt <+∞.
Now given a measurable function f : Ω× [0,T ]×R×Rd → R which satisfies that ( f (t,y,z))t∈[0,T ] is
F-progressively measurable for all (y,z) ∈ R×Rd. We give the following assumption (H0):
(i) There exists some constant k > 0 such that for all t ∈ [0,T ], y,y′ ∈ R, z,z′ ∈ Rd , it holds that
| f (ω, t,y,z)− f (ω, t,y′ ,z′)| ≤ k
(
|y− y′|+ |z− z′|
)
, dP×dt− a.s.
(ii) E
∫ T
0
| f (s,0,0)|2ds <+∞.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 in Pardoux and Ra˘s¸canu [26].
Theorem 2.1 Let the assumption (H0) be satisfied. Then, for the given terminal value ξ satisfying
E[|ξ|2 +ϕ(ξ)]<+∞, the BSDE with subdifferential operator −dYt +∂ϕ(Yt)dt ∋ f (t,Yt ,Zt)dt−ZtdWt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T,YT = ξ,
has a unique solution (Y,Z,U) satisfies that
(i) (Y,Z,U) ∈ S2F(0,T ;R)×H2F(0,T ;Rd)×H2F(0,T ;R).
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(ii) E
∫ T
0
ϕ(Yt)dt <+∞.
(iii) (Yt ,Ut) ∈ ∂ϕ, dP×dt-a.e. on Ω× [0,T ].
(iv) Yt +
∫ T
t
Usds = ξ+
∫ T
t
f (s,Ys,Zs)ds−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs,0 ≤ t ≤ T.
2.1 Mean-field BSDEs
This subsection is devoted to recall some basic results on mean-field BSDEs. The reader is referred to
Buckdahn et al. [4, 5] for more details.
Let ( ¯Ω, ¯F , ¯P) = (Ω×Ω,F ⊗F ,P⊗P) be the (non-completed) product of (Ω,F ,P) with itself.
We denote the filtration of this product space by ¯F = { ¯Ft = F ⊗Ft ,0 ≤ t ≤ T}. A random variable
ξ ∈ L0(Ω,F ,P;Rn) originally defined on Ω is extended canonically to ¯Ω : ξ′(ω′,ω) = ξ(ω′),(ω′,ω) ∈
¯Ω=Ω×Ω. For any θ∈ L1( ¯Ω, ¯F , ¯P;R) the variable θ(·,ω) : Ω→R belongs to L1(Ω,F ,P;R), P(dω)-a.s.
We denote its expectation by
E ′[θ(·,ω)] =
∫
Ω
θ(ω′,ω)P(dω′).
Notice that E ′[θ] = E ′[θ(·,ω)] ∈ L1(Ω,F ,P;R), and
¯E[θ]
(
=
∫
Ω
θd ¯P =
∫
Ω
E ′[θ(·,ω)]P(dω)
)
= E[E ′[θ]].
Consider the mean-field BSDE
Yt = ξ+
∫ T
t
E ′[ f (s,Y ′s ,Z′s,Ys,Zs)]ds−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs, 0≤ t ≤ T, (2.1)
where the driver f : ¯Ω×R×Rd ×R×Rd → R is ¯F-progressively measurable, and satisfies the following
assumptions.
(H1) There exists a constant k > 0 such that for all t ∈ [0,T ], y,y′,ξ,ξ′ ∈ R, z,z′,η,η′ ∈ Rd, we have
| f (ω′,ω, t,y,z,ξ,η)− f (ω′,ω, t,y′,z′,ξ′,η′)|
≤ k
(
|y− y′|+ |ξ−ξ′|+ |z− z′|+ |η−η′|
)
, dP×dt− a.s.,
(H2) ¯E
∫ T
0
| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds <+∞.
Remark 2.1 We emphasize that, due to our notations, the driving coefficient f of (2.1) has to be inter-
preted as follows
E ′[ f (s,Y ′s ,Z′s,Ys,Zs)](ω) = E ′[ f (s,Y ′s ,Z′s,Ys(ω),Zs(ω))]
=
∫
Ω
f (s,Y ′s (ω′),Z′s(ω′),Ys(ω),Zs(ω))P(dω′).
The following well-known result is from Buckdahn et al. [5].
Lemma 2.1 Under the assumptions (H1) and (H2), for any given ξ ∈ L2(Ω,FT ,P;R), the mean-field
BSDE (2.1) has a unique solution (Y,Z) ∈ S2
F
(0,T ;R)×H2
F
(0,T ;Rd).
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In Buckdahn et al. [5], the authors also presented the following comparison result.
Lemma 2.2 Let fi = fi(ω,ω′, t,y′,z′,y,z), i = 1,2 be two drivers satisfying the assumptions (H1) and
(H2). Moreover, we suppose that
(i) one of the two coefficients is independent of z′;
(ii) one of the two coefficients is nondecreasing in y′.
Let ξ1,ξ2 ∈ L2(Ω,FT ,P;R) and denote by (Y 1,Z1), (Y 2,Z2) the solutions of mean-field BSDE (2.1)
with data (ξ1, f1) and (ξ2, f2), respectively. Then if ξ1 ≥ ξ2, P-a.s., and f1 ≥ f2, ¯P-a.s., it holds that also
Y1 ≥ Y2, t ∈ [0,T ], P-a.s.
2.2 Mean-field BSDEs with subdifferential operator
In this subsection, we introduce some preliminaries of mean-field BSDEs with subdifferential operator.
Consider the mean-field BSDE as the form −dYt +∂ϕ(Yt)dt ∋ E ′[ f (t,Y ′t ,Z′t ,Yt ,Zt)]dt−ZtdWt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T,YT = ξ, (2.2)
where ξ is the terminal value and satisfies that
(H3) E[|ξ|2 +ϕ(ξ)]<+∞.
Moreover, ∂ϕ in mean-field BSDE (2.2) is the subdifferential operator of the function ϕ : R → [0,+∞]
which satisfies the following assumptions:
(A1) ϕ is a proper (ϕ 6≡+∞), convex and lower semicontinuous function,
(A2) ϕ(y)≥ ϕ(0) = 0.
Let us define
Domϕ = {u ∈ R : ϕ(u)<+∞},
∂ϕ(u) = {u∗ ∈ R : 〈u∗,v−u〉+ϕ(u)≤ ϕ(v),∀v ∈ R},
Dom(∂ϕ) = {u ∈ R : ∂ϕ(u) 6= /0},
(u,u∗) ∈ ∂ϕ⇐⇒ u ∈ Dom(∂ϕ),u∗ ∈ ∂ϕ(u).
Remark 2.2 It is well known that the subdifferential operator ∂ϕ is a maximal monotone operator, i.e.,
is maximal in the class of operators which satisfy the condition
〈u∗− v∗,u− v〉 ≥ 0, ∀(u,u∗),(v,v∗) ∈ ∂ϕ.
We end this section by introduce the definition of the solution for the mean-filed BSDE (2.2).
Definition 2.1 The triple (Y,Z,U) is called as the solution of mean-filed BSDE (2.2) with subdifferential
operator if
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(i) (Y,Z,U) ∈ S2F(0,T ;R)×H2F(0,T ;Rd)×H2F(0,T ;R).
(ii) E
∫ T
0
ϕ(Yt)dt <+∞.
(iii) (Yt ,Ut) ∈ ∂ϕ, dP×dt-a.e. on Ω× [0,T ].
(iv) Yt +
∫ T
t
Usds = ξ+
∫ T
t
E ′[ f (s,Y ′s ,Z′s,Ys,Zs)]ds−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs,0 ≤ t ≤ T.
3 Existence and uniqueness of the solution
This section is devoted to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution for (2.2). Firstly, let us
propose the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.1 Assume that the assumptions (H1)–(H3) hold. Then there exists a unique solution for the
mean-field BSDE (2.2).
We mention that our proof is based on the Yosida approximations. For this purpose, let’s introduce
an approximation of the function ϕ by a convex C1-function ϕε, ε > 0, defined by
ϕε(u) = inf
{
1
2ε
|u− v|2 +ϕ(v) : v ∈ R
}
=
1
2ε
|u− Jεu|2 +ϕ(Jεu), (3.1)
where Jεu = (I + ε∂ϕ)−1(u) is called the resolvent of the monotone operator of ∂ϕ. For reader’s con-
venience, we illustrate some properties of this approximation, one can see Brezis [6] for more details.
Proposition 3.1 For all ε,δ > 0, u,v ∈ R, it holds that
(i) ϕε is a convex function with the gradient being a Lipschitz function;
(ii) ϕε(u)≤ ϕ(u);
(iii) ∇ϕε(u) = ∂ϕε(u) = u− Jε(u)
ε
∈ ∂ϕ(Jε(u));
(iv) |Jε(u)− Jε(v)| ≤ |u− v|;
(v) 0 ≤ ϕε(u)≤ 〈∇ϕε(u),u〉;
(vi) 〈∇ϕε(u)−∇ϕδ(v),u− v〉 ≥ −(ε+δ)〈∇ϕε(u),∇ϕδ(v)〉.
Since our method is based on the Yosida approximations, let us consider the following mean-field BSDE
Y εt +
∫ T
t
▽ϕε(Y εs )dt = ξ+
∫ T
t
E ′[ f (s,Y ε′s ,Zε′s ,Y εs ,Zεs )]dt−
∫ T
t
Zεt dWt ,0 ≤ t ≤ T. (3.2)
Since ∇ϕε is Lipschitz continuous, it is known from a recent result of Buchdahn et al. [5] that the
mean-field BSDE (3.2) has a unique solution (Y ε,Zε) ∈ S2
F
(0,T ;R)×H2
F
(0,T ;Rd).
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Setting
U εt = ∇ϕε(Y εt ), 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
we shall prove the convergence of the sequence (Y ε,U ε,Zε) to a process (Y,U,Z), which is the desired
solution of the mean-field BSDE (3.2).
Firstly, we establish some properties of the solution of mean-field BSDE (3.2). In what follows,
C > 0 denotes a constant whose value may change from line to line.
Lemma 3.1 Assume that the assumptions (H1)–(H3) hold. Then there exist two positive constants λ and
C such that
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
eλt |Y εt |
2 +
∫ T
0
eλs|Zεs |
2ds
]
≤CM1, (3.3)
where M1 := E[eλT |ξ|2]+ ¯E ∫ T0 eλs| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds.
Proof. Itoˆ’s formula yields that
eλt |Y εt |
2 +
∫ T
t
eλs(λ|Y εs |2 + |Zεs |2)ds+2
∫ T
t
eλs〈∇ϕε(Y εs ),Y εs 〉ds
= eλT |ξ|2 +2
∫ T
t
eλs〈Y εs ,E
′[ f (s,Y ε ′s ,Zε ′s ,Y εs ,Zεs )]〉ds
−2
∫ T
t
eλs〈Y εs ,Z
ε
s dWs〉. (3.4)
By Young’s inequality and (H1), we have, for γ > 0
2〈Y εs ,E ′[ f (s,Y ε ′s ,Zε ′s ,Y εs ,Zεs )]〉 ≤ γ|Y εs |2 +
1
γ |E
′[ f (s,Y ε ′s ,Zε ′s ,Y εs ,Zεs )]|2
≤ γ|Y εs |2 +
8k2
γ
[
E ′|Y ε ′s |
2 +E ′|Zε ′s |
2
]
+
8k2
γ
[
|Y εs |
2 + |Zεs |
2
]
+
2
γ E
′| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2 . (3.5)
Since 〈∇ϕε(y),y〉 ≥ 0, and hence,
eλt |Y εt |
2 +
(
λ− γ− 8k
2
γ
)∫ T
t
eλs|Y εs |
2ds+
(
1−
8k2
γ
)∫ T
t
eλs|Zεs |
2ds
≤ eλT |ξ|2 + 8k
2
γ
∫ T
t
eλs(E ′|Y ε ′s |
2 +E ′|Zε ′s |
2)ds
+
2
γ
∫ T
t
eλsE ′| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds−2
∫ T
t
eλs〈Y εs ,Z
ε
s dWs〉. (3.6)
Choosing γ = 16k2 and λ > γ+ 16k2γ , then there exists a constant C > 0, depending on λ,γ and k, such
that
E
[∫ T
0
eλs|Y εs |
2ds+
∫ T
0
eλs|Zεs |
2ds
]
≤C
[
EeλT |ξ|2 + ¯E
∫ T
0
eλs| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds
]
. (3.7)
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On the other hand, combining (3.6) and (3.7), we get
sup
t∈[0,T ]
eλt |Y εt |
2 ≤ C
[
eλT |ξ|2 +
∫ T
0
eλsE ′| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds
+EeλT |ξ|2 + ¯E
∫ T
0
eλs| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds
]
+2 sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣∫ T
t
eλs〈Y εs ,Z
ε
s dWs〉
∣∣∣∣ . (3.8)
Thus, from Burkholder-Davis-Gundy’s inequality, we have
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
eλt |Y εt |
2
]
≤ C
[
EeλT |ξ|2 + ¯E
∫ T
0
eλs| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds
]
+
1
2
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
eλt |Y εt |
2
]
+CE
∫ T
0
eλs|Zεs |
2ds. (3.9)
We then complete the proof by (3.7).
Lemma 3.2 Assume that the assumptions (H1)–(H3) hold. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for all t ∈ [0,T ],
(i) E
∫ T
0
eλs|∇ϕε(Y εs )|2ds ≤CM2,
(ii) Eeλtϕ(Jε(Y εt ))+E
∫ T
t
eλsϕ(Jε(Y εs ))ds ≤CM2,
(iii) E(eλt |Y εt − JεY εt |2)≤CεM2,
where M2 := E[eλT ϕ(ξ)+ eλT |ξ|2]+ ¯E
∫ T
0
eλs| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds.
Proof. The stochastic subdifferential inequality in Pardoux and Ra˘s¸canu [26] gives that
eλT ϕε(ξ)≥ eλtϕε(Y εt )+
∫ T
t
eλs〈∇ϕε(Y εs ),dY εs 〉+
∫ T
t
ϕε(Y εs )d(eλs),
and hence
eλtϕε(Y εt )+λ
∫ T
t
eλsϕε(Y εs )ds+
∫ T
t
eλs|∇ϕε(Y εs )|2ds
≤ eλT ϕε(ξ)+
∫ T
t
eλs〈∇ϕε(Y εs ),E ′[ f (s,Y ε′s ,Zε′s ,Y εs ,Zεs )]〉ds
−
∫ T
t
eλs〈∇ϕε(Y εs ),Zεs dWs〉. (3.10)
By Young’s inequality and (H2), we have
∫ T
0
eλs〈∇ϕε(Y εs ),E ′[ f (s,Y ε′s ,Zε′s ,Y εs ,Zεs )]〉ds
≤
1
2
∫ T
0
eλs|∇ϕε(Y εs )|2ds+
∫ T
0
eλsE ′| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds
+4k2
∫ T
0
eλs(|Y εs |
2 +E ′|Y ε′s |
2 + |Zεs |
2 +E ′|Zε′s |
2)ds. (3.11)
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This together with (3.10) yields
1
2
E
∫ T
0
eλs|∇ϕε(Y εs )|2ds ≤ eλT ϕε(ξ)+ ¯E
∫ T
0
eλs| f (s,0,0,0,0)|2ds
+4k2E
∫ T
0
eλs(|Y εs |
2 +E ′|Y ε′s |
2 + |Zεs |
2 +E ′|Zε′s |
2)ds. (3.12)
Thus, (i) is hold from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that ϕε(u)≤ ϕ(u).
On the other hand, combining (3.10) and (3.11), we get from Lemma 3.1 that
Eeλtϕε(Y εt )+E
∫ T
0
eλsϕε(Y εs )ds ≤CM2. (3.13)
Since ϕ(Jε(y)) ≤ ϕε(y), it follows that
Eeλtϕ(Jε(Y εt ))+E
∫ T
0
eλsϕ(Jε(Y εs ))ds ≤CM2.
For (iii), since
1
2ε
eβt |Y εt − Jε(Y εt )|2 ≤ eβt ϕε(Y εt ),
it follows from (3.13) that
E
[
eβt |Y εt − Jε(Y εt )|2
]
≤CεM2.
The proof is complete.
Lemma 3.3 Assume that the assumptions (H1)–(H3) hold. Then
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
eλt |Y εt −Y
δ
t |
2
]
+E
∫ T
0
eλt(|Y εt −Y
δ
t |
2 + |Zεt −Z
δ
t |
2)dt ≤C(ε+δ)M2.
Proof. By Itoˆ’s formula, we have
eλt |Y εt −Y
δ
t |
2 +λ
∫ T
t
eλs|Y εs −Y
δ
s |
2ds+
∫ T
t
eλs|Zεs −Z
δ
s |
2ds
+2
∫ T
t
eλs〈Y εs −Y
δ
s ,∇ϕε(Y εs )−∇ϕδ(Y δs )〉ds
= 2
∫ T
t
eλs〈Y εs −Y
δ
s ,E
′[ f (s,Y ε′s ,Zε′s ,Y εs ,Zεs )− f (s,Y δ′s ,Zδ′s ,Y δs ,Zδs )]〉ds
−2
∫ T
t
eλs〈Y εs −Y
δ
s ,(Z
ε
s −Z
δ
s )dWs〉. (3.14)
Using Young’s inequality and (H2), we get for γ > 0
2
∫ T
t
eλs〈Y εs −Y
δ
s ,E
′[ f (s,Y ε′s ,Zε′s ,Y εs ,Zεs )− f (s,Y δ′s ,Zδ′s ,Y δs ,Zδs )]〉ds
≤ γ
∫ T
t
eλs|Y εs −Y
δ
s |
2ds+ 4k
2
γ
∫ T
t
eλs[|Y εs −Y
δ
s |
2 +E ′|Y ε′s −Y
δ′
s |
2
+|Zεs −Z
δ
s |
2 +E ′|Y ε′s −Y
δ′
s |
2]ds. (3.15)
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Since
〈Y εs −Y
δ
s ,∇ϕε(Y εs )−∇ϕδ(Y δs )〉 ≥ −(ε+δ)|∇ϕε(Y εs )||∇ϕδ(Y δs )|,
combining (3.14) and (3.15), by the same procedure as the proof of Lemma 3.1, there exists a constant
C > 0 such that
E
∫ T
0
eλs(|Y εs −Y
δ
s |
2 + |Zεs −Z
δ
s |
2)ds ≤C(ε+δ)M2, (3.16)
and consequently, we can conclude the proof by Burkholder–Davis–Gundy’s inequality and (3.16).
Now, we aim to give the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Existence. From Lemma 3.3, we can deduece that there exist stochastic processes Y ∈ S2
F
(0,T ;R)
and Z ∈ H2
F
(0,T ;Rd) such that
lim
ε→0
(Y ε,Zε) = (Y,Z).
Consequently, Lemma 3.2 implies that
lim
ε→0
Jε(Y ε) = Y in H2F(0,T ;R)
and
lim
ε→0
E[eβt |Jε(Y εt )−Yt |2] = 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
Moreover, Fatou’s lemma, (ii) of Lemma 3.2, Proposition 3.1 and the lower semicontinuity of ϕ shows
that (ii) of Definition 2.1 is satisfied.
On the other hand, (i) of Lemma 3.2 shows that U εt := ∇ϕε(Y εt ) are bounded in the space H2F(0,T ;R),
so there exists a subsequence εn → 0 such that
U εn →U, weakly in H2T (0,T ;R).
Furthermore, we have
E
∫ T
0
|Us|2ds ≤ liminf
n→∞
E
∫ T
0
|U εns |2ds ≤CM2.
In virtue of (H1), by passing limit in mean-filed BSDE (3.2), we deduce that the triple (Y,Z,U) satisfies
(iv) of Definition 2.1.
Finally, since U εt ∈ ∂ϕ(Jε(Y εt )), t ∈ [0,T ], it follows that, for all V ∈ H2F(0,T ;R),
eβt〈U εt ,Vt − Jε(Y εt )〉+ eβtϕ(Jε(Y εt ))≤ eβtϕ(Vt), dP×dt− a.e.
Taking the liminf in the probability in the above inequality, then (iii) of Definition 2.1 holds.
Uniqueness. Let (Y it ,Zit ,U it ), i = 1,2 be two solutions of mean-filed BSDE (2.2). We denote by
(∆Yt ,∆Zt ,∆Ut) := (Y 1t −Y 2t ,Z1t −Z2t ,U1t −U2t ).
Applying Itoˆ’s formula to eβt |∆Yt |2 yields that
eβt |∆Yt |2 +
∫ T
t
eβs(β|∆Ys|2 + |∆Zt|2)ds+2
∫ T
t
eβs〈∆Ys,∆Us〉ds
= 2
∫ T
t
eβs〈∆Ys,E ′[ f (s,Y 1′s ,Z1′s ,Y 1s ,Z1s )− f (s,Y 2′s ,Z2′s ,Y 2s ,Z2s )]〉ds
−2
∫ T
t
eβs〈∆Ys,∆ZsdWs〉.
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Since
〈∆Ys,∆Us〉 ≥ 0, dP×dt− a.e.
Thus, as the same procedure as the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can derive the uniqueness of the solution.
The proof is complete.
4 Viscosity solution of a nonlocal parabolic variation inequality
In this part, we will give a probability interpretation for the viscosity solutions of nonlocal parabolic
variational inequalities via mean-field BSDEs with subdifferential operator studied before.
Let us consider the following McKean-Vlasov SDE parameterized by the initial condition (t,ζ) ∈
[0,T ]×L2(Ω,Ft ,P;Rn): dX
t,ζ
s = E ′[b(s,(X0,x0s )′,X t,ζs )]ds+E ′[σ(s,(X0,x0s )′,X t,ζs )]dWs,s ∈ [t,T ],
X t,ζt = ζ,
(4.1)
where b : ¯Ω× [0,T ]×Rn×Rn → Rn and σ : ¯Ω× [0,T ]×Rn×Rn → Rn×d are two measurable functions
satisfying the following assumptions:
(H4) b(·,0,0) and σ(·,0,0) are ¯F-progressively measurable continuous processes and there exists some
constant C > 0 such that
|b(t,x′,x)|+ |σ(t,x′,x)| ≤C(1+ |x|),a.s., for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T,x,x′ ∈ Rn;
(H5) b and σ are Lipschitz in x,x′, i.e., there is a constant C > 0 such that
|b(t,x′1,x1)−b(t,x′2,x2)|+ |σ(t,x′1,x1)−σ(t,x′2,x2)|
≤C(|x′1− x′2|+ |x1− x2|),a.s., for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T,x1,x′1,x2,x′2 ∈ Rn.
It is known that, under the assumptions (H4) and (H5), SDE (4.1) has a unique strong solution (see, e.g,
[5]). Moreover, it holds true that, for any p ≥ 2, there exists Cp ∈ R such that, for any t ∈ [0,T ] and
ζ,ζ′ ∈ Lp(Ω,Ft ,P,Rn),
E
[
sup
t≤s≤T
|X t,ζs −X t,ζ
′
s |
p|Ft
]
≤Cp|ζ−ζ′|p, P− a.s.,
E
[
sup
t≤s≤T
|X t,ζs |p|Ft
]
≤Cp(1+ |ζ|p), P− a.s.
(4.2)
Let us give two real-valued functions f (t,x′,x,y′,y,z) and h(x′,x), which are assumed to satisfy the
following conditions (H6).
(i) h : ¯Ω× Rn × Rn → R is an ¯Ft ⊗B(Rn)-measurable random variable and f : ¯Ω× [0,T ]× Rn ×
Rn × R× R× Rd → R is a measurable process such that f (·,x′,x,y′,y,z) is ¯F-adapted, for all
(x′,x,y′,y,z) ∈ Rn×Rn×R×R×Rd.
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(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that
| f (t,x′1,x1,y′1,y1,z1)− f (t,x′2,x2,y′2,y2,z2)|+ |h(x′1,x1)−h(x′2,x2)|
≤C(|x′1− x′2|+ |x1− x2|+ |y′1− y′2|+ |y1− y2|+ |y1− y2|), a.s.,
for all 0≤ t ≤ T,x1,x′1,x2,x′2 ∈ Rn,y1,y′1,y2,y′2 ∈ R and z1,z2 ∈ Rd.
(iii) f and h satisfy a linear growth condition, i.e., there exists some C > 0 such that, for all x′,x ∈ Rn,
| f (t,x′x,0,0,0)|+ |h(x′ ,x)| ≤C(1+ |x|+ |x′|),a.s.
(iv) f (ω¯, t,x′,x,y′,y,z) is continuous in t for all (x′,x,y′,y,z), P(dω¯)-a.s.
(v) f (t,x′,x,y′,y,z) is nondecreasing with respect to y′.
(vi) There exists some m ∈ N∗ such that ϕ(E[h(X0,x0T ,x)])≤C(1+ |x|m), ∀x ∈ Rn.
Now, we consider the following coupled mean-field BSDE with subdifferential operator: −Y
t,ζ
s ds+∂ϕ(Ys)ds ∋ E ′[ f (s,(X0,x0s )′,X t,ζs ,(Y 0,x0s )′,Y t,ζs ,Zt,ζs )]ds−Zt,ζs dWs, s ∈ [t,T ],
Y t,ζT = E ′[h((X
0,x0
T )
′,X t,ζT )].
(4.3)
We first consider the equation (4.3) for (t,ζ) = (0,x0): We know that there exists a unique solution
(Y 0,x0 ,Z0,x0 ,U0,x0) ∈ S2
F
(0,T ;R)×H2
F
(0,T ;Rd)×H2
F
(0,T ;R) to the mean-field BSDE (4.3). Once we
get (Y 0,x0 ,Z0,x0 ,U0,x0), equation (4.3) become a classical BSDE with subdifferential operator whose co-
efficients ˜f (s,X t,ζs ,y,z)] =E ′[ f (s,(X0,x0s )′,X t,ζs ,(Y 0,x0s )′,y,z)] and ˜h(X t,ζT )=E ′[h((X0,x0T )′,X t,ζT )] satisfy the
assumption (H0). Thus, from theorem 2.1, we know that there exists a unique solution (Y t,ζ,Zt,ζ,U t,ζ) ∈
S2
F
(0,T ;R)×H2
F
(0,T ;Rd)×H2
F
(0,T ;R) to the equation (4.3).
Now, let us define the random field
u(t,x) := Y t,xs |s=t ,(t,x) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn, (4.4)
where Y t,x is the solution of mean-field BSDE (4.3) with x ∈ Rn at the place of ζ ∈ L2(Ω,Ft ,P;Rn).
In this section, we aim to study the following nonlocal parabolic variation inequality (PVI in short):
∂u(t,x)
∂t +Au(t,x)+E[ f (t,X
0,x0
t ,x,u(t,X
0,x0
t ),u(t,x),Du(t,x) ·E[σ(t,X
0,x0
t ,x)])] ∈ ∂ϕ(u(t,x)),
u(T,x) = E[h(X0,x0T ,x)],x ∈ R
n
,
(4.5)
where
Au(t,x) :=
1
2
tr(aD2u(t,x))+ 〈b,Du(t,x)〉
with a := E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)]E[σ(t,X
0,x0
t ,x)]
T
, b := E[b(t,X0,x0t ,x)]. Here the functions b,σ, f and h are
supposed to satisfy (H4), (H5) and (H6), respectively, and X0,x0 is the solution of the SDE (4.1). Below,
we denote by S(n) the set of n×n symmetric non-negative matrices.
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Definition 4.1 Let u ∈ Cp([0,T ]×Rn) and (t,x) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn. We denote by P 1,2,+u(t,x): the set of
triples (p,q,X) ∈ R×Rn×S(n) which are such that
u(s,y) ≤ u(t,x)+ p(s− t)+ 〈q,y− x〉
+
1
2
〈X(y− x),y− x〉+o(|s− t|+ |y− x|2).
P 1,2,−u(t,x) is defined similarly as the set of triples (p,q,X) ∈ R×Rn×S(n) which are such that
u(s,y) ≥ u(t,x)+ p(s− t)+ 〈q,y− x〉
+
1
2
〈X(y− x),y− x〉+o(|s− t|+ |y− x|2).
Remark 4.1 Here Cp([0,T ]×Rn) =
{
u ∈ C([0,T ]×Rn): There exists some constant p > 0 such that
sup(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Rn
|u(t,x)|
1+|x|p <+∞
}
.
Next, we want to prove that u(t,x) introduced by (4.4) is the unique viscosity solution of PVI (4.5).
Before this, we first introduce the definition of viscosity solution of PVI (4.5), one can see Crandall, Ishii
and Lions [8] for more details.
Definition 4.2 A random field u ∈Cp([0,T ]×Rn) which satisfies u(T,x) = E[h(X0,x0T ,x)].
(i) u is a viscosity subsolution of PVI (4.5) if
u(t,x) ∈ Domϕ, ∀(t,x) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn
and at any point (t,x) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn, for any (p,q,X) ∈ P 1,2,+u(t,x), it holds that
−p−
1
2
tr(aX)−〈b,q〉−E[ f (t,X0,x0t ,x,u(t,X0,x0t ),u(t,x),q ·E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)])] ≤−ϕ′−(u(t,x)).
(ii) u is a viscosity supsolution of PVI (4.5) if
u(t,x) ∈ Domϕ, ∀(t,x) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn
and at any point (t,x) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn, for any (p,q,X) ∈ P 1,2,−u(t,x), it holds that
−p−
1
2
tr(aX)−〈b,q〉−E[ f (t,X0,x0t ,x,u(t,X0,x0t ),u(t,x),q ·E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)])] ≥−ϕ′+(u(t,x)).
(iii) u is a viscosity solution of PVI (4.5) if it is both a viscosity subsolution and a supersolution of PVI
(4.5).
We can now state the main results of this section.
Theorem 4.1 Under the assumptions (H4)–(H6), the function u(t,x) defined by (4.4) is the viscosity
solution of PVI (4.5).
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Proof. For each (t,x)∈ [0,T ]×Rn, and ε∈]0,1], let (Y t,x,εs ,Zt,x,εs ),s∈ [t,T ], the solution of the mean-field
BSDE Y
t,x,ε
s +
∫ T
s
∇ϕε(Y t,x,εs )dr =
∫ T
s
E ′[ f (r,(X0,x0r )′,X t,xr ,(Y 0,x0,εr )′,Y t,x,εr ,Zt,x,εr )]dr−
∫ T
s
Zt,x,εr dWr,
Y t,x,εT = E
′[h((X0,x0T )
′
,X t,xT )].
(4.6)
It is known from Buckdahn et al. [5] that
uε(t,x) := Y t,x,εt , t ∈ [0,T ], x ∈ Rn
is the unique viscosity solution (the authors, in [5], gave an example to explain why the uniqueness is
only in Cp([0,T ]×Rn)) of the following nonlocal PDE:
∂uε(t,x)
∂t +Auε(t,x)+E[ f (t,X
0,x0
t ,x,uε(t,X
0,x0
t ),uε(t,x),Duε(t,x) ·E[σ(t,X
0,x0
t ,x)])] = ∇ϕε(uε(t,x)),
uε(T,x) = E[h(X0,x0T ,x)],x ∈ R
n
.
(4.7)
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that
|uε(t,x)−u(t,x)| → 0, as ε→ 0 (4.8)
for all (t,x) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn.
Let’s first show that u is the subsolution of PVI (4.5). For (t,x) ∈ [0,T ]× Rn and (p,q,X) ∈
P 1,2,+u(t,x), it follows from Crandall, Ishii and Lions [8] that there exist sequence
εn ց 0,
(tn,xn) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn,
(pn,qn,Xn) ∈ P 1,2,+uεn(tn,xn)
(4.9)
such that
(tn,xn,uεn(tn,xn), pn,qn,Xn)→ (t,x,u(t,x), p,q,X) as n →+∞.
But for any n, we have
−pn−
1
2
tr(anXn)−〈bn,qn〉−E
[
f
(
tn,X0,x0tn ,xn,uεn(tn,X
0,x0
tn ),uεn(tn,xn),qn ·E
[
σ(tn,X0,x0tn ,xn)
])]
≤−∇ϕεn(uεn(tn,xn)). (4.10)
where an :=E[σ(tn,X0,x0tn ,xn)]E[σ(t,X
0,x0
tn ,xn)]
T
, bn :=E[b(tn,X0,x0tn ,xn)]. Arguing as in Pardoux-Ra¸s˘canu
[26], we let y∈Domϕ such that y< u(t,x). Then by (4.8), the uniformly convergence uε → u on compacts
implies that there exists n0 > 0 such that y < uεn(tn,xn), ∀n ≥ n0. Thus, multiplying both sides of (4.10)
by uεn(tn,xn)− y, we get{
−pn−
1
2
tr(anXn)−〈bn,qn〉−E[ f (tn,X0,x0tn ,xn,uεn(tn,X0,x0tn ),uεn(tn,xn),qn ·E[σ(tn,X0,x0tn ,xn)])]
}
(uεn(tn,xn)− y)≤ ϕ(y)−ϕ(Jεn(uεn(tn,xn))). (4.11)
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Passing to liminfn→+∞ on both sides of (4.11), we have that for all y < u(t,x),{
−p−
1
2
tr(aX)−〈b,q〉−E[ f (t,X0,x0t ,x,u(t,X0,x0t ),u(t,x),q ·E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)])]
}
(u(t,x)− y)
≤ ϕ(y)−ϕ(u(t,x)), (4.12)
it follows that
−p−
1
2
tr(aX)−〈b,q〉−E[ f (t,X0,x0t ,x,u(t,X0,x0t ),u(t,x),q ·E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)])]
≤−ϕ′−(u(t,x)), (4.13)
i.e., u is a viscosity subsolution of PVI (4.5). By the similar arguments we can show that u is a viscosity
supsolution of PVI (4.5), and thus, we complete the proof.
Theorem 4.2 Under the assumptions (H4)–(H6), PVI (4.5) has a unique viscosity solution.
Proof. Here, we adopt the same arguments appeared in EI Karoui et al. [16] and Pardoux and Raˇs¸canu
[26].
Suppose that u is a subsolution and v a supsolution of PVI (4.5) such that u(T,x) = v(T,x) =
E[h(X0,x0T ,x)],x ∈ Rn.
Define
u¯(t,x) := u(t,x)eλt ξ−1(x),
v¯(t,x) := v(t,x) eλtξ−1(x)+ ε
t
,
η(x) := ξ−1(x)Dξ(x) = p(1+ |x|2)−1x,
κ(t,x) := ξ−1(x)D2ξ(x) = p(1+ |x|2)−1I− p(p−2)(1+ |x|2)−2x⊗ x,
where ξ(x) := (1+ x2) p2 . Then, it is straightforward that u¯ and v¯ satisfy that (we write below u, v instead
of u¯, v¯)
−
∂u(t,x)
∂t − A˜u(t,x)−E[ f˜ (t,X
0,x0
t ,x,u(t,X
0,x0
t ),u(t,x),Du(t,x) ·E[σ(t,X
0,x0
t ,x)])]
≤ −eλtξ−1(x)ϕ′−(e−λt ξ(x)u(t,x)) (4.14)
and
−
∂v(t,x)
∂t − A˜v(t,x)−E[ f˜ (t,X
0,x0
t ,x,v(t,X
0,x0
t ),v(t,x),Dv(t,x) ·E[σ(t,X
0,x0
t ,x)])]
≥
ε
t2
− eλtξ−1(x)ϕ′+
(
e−λtξ(x)
(
v(t,x)−
ε
t
))
, (4.15)
where
A˜ψ := Aψ+ 〈aη,Dψ〉+
[
1
2
tr(aκ)+ 〈b,η〉−λ
]
ψ,
f˜ (t,X0,x0t ,x,u(t,X0,x0t ),u(t,x),Du(t,x) ·E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)])
:= eλtξ−1(x) f
(
t,X0,x0t ,x,e−λt ξ(x)u(t,X0,x0t ),e−λt ξ(x)u(t,x),
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e−λtξ(x)Du(t,x) ·E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)])+ e−λt u(t,x)Dξ(x) ·E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)]
)
.
Let
F(t,X0,x0t ,x,u(t,X
0,x0
t ),u(t,x),Du(t,x),Du2(t,x))
:=−A˜u(t,x)−E[ f˜ (t,X0,x0t ,x,u(t,X0,x0t ),u(t,x),Du(t,x) ·E[σ(t,X0,x0t ,x)])].
Then, by the Lipschitz condition (ii) of Assumption (H6), for y1 > y2, we have
f˜ (t,x′,x,r,y1,θ)− f˜ (t,x′,x,r,y2,θ)
= eλt ξ−1(x)
[
f (t,x′,x,r,e−λt ξ(x)y1,θ)− f (t,x′,x,r,e−λt ξ(x)y2,θ)
]
≤ C(y1− y2).
Hence,
F(t,x′,x,r,y1,µ,ν)−F(t,x′,x,r,y2,µ,ν)≥
[
λ− 1
2
tr(aκ)−〈b,η〉−C
]
(y1− y2).
Since aκ and 〈b,η〉 are bounded, then we can choose λ large enough such that
y → F(t,x′,x,r,y,µ,ν)
is strictly increasing for any (t,x′,x,r,µ,ν) ∈ [0,T ]×Rn×Rn×R×R×S(n), and thus F is proper in the
terminology of [8].
What we need to show is that for any K > 0, if BK := {|x| < K},
sup
(0,T )×BK
(u− v)+ ≤ sup
(0,T )×∂BK
(u− v)+.
Since the right-hand side tends to zero as K → ∞, we will prove this fact by contradiction.
Assume that there exists some K > 0 such that for some (t0,x0) ∈ (0,T )×BK
δ := u(t0,x0)− v(t0,x0) = sup
(0,T )×BK
(u− v)+ > sup
(0,T )×∂BK
(u− v)+.
We define (tˆ, xˆ, yˆ) as being a point in [0,T ]× ¯BK × ¯BK where the function
Φα(t,x,y) = u(t,x)− v(t,x)−
α
2
|x− y|2
achieves its maximum. Then by Lemma 8.7 in [16], we have:
(i) for α large enough, (tˆ, xˆ, yˆ) ∈ [0,T ]×BK ×BK,
(ii) α|xˆ− yˆ|2 → 0 and |xˆ− yˆ|2 → 0,
(iii) u(tˆ, xˆ)≥ v(tˆ, yˆ)+δ.
Then for α large enough,
e−λtˆξ(xˆ)u(tˆ, xˆ)≤ e−λtˆξ(yˆ)
(
v(tˆ, yˆ)−
ε
tˆ
)
and, as a result,
−ϕ′−(e−λtˆ ξ(xˆ)u(tˆ, xˆ))≤−ϕ′+
(
e−λtˆξ(yˆ)
(
v(tˆ, yˆ)−
ε
tˆ
))
. (4.16)
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Furthermore, from Theorem 8.3 in [8], we know that there exists
(p,X ,Y ) ∈ R×S(n)×S(n)
such that
(p,α(xˆ− yˆ),X) ∈ P 1,2,+u(t,x),
(p,α(xˆ− yˆ),Y ) ∈ P 1,2,−v(t,x).
Next, because u (resp. v) is a subsolution (resp. supsolution) and F is proper, then following the same
line as in [16], it follows from (4.16) that
F(tˆ,X0,x0tˆ , yˆ,u(tˆ,X
0,x0
tˆ ),v(tˆ, yˆ),α(xˆ− yˆ),Y )−F(tˆ,X
0,x0
tˆ , xˆ,u(tˆ,X
0,x0
tˆ ),v(tˆ , yˆ),α(xˆ− yˆ),X)≥
ε
t2
.
Finally, by the Lipschitz condition (ii) of (H6) on f , following the proof on Page 734 in [16], we can
deduce a similar contradiction. The uniqueness is proved.
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